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Maximum Ratings 
Symbol Conditions Values Units 

ID Three phase, full wave Tc=100℃ 200 A

IFSM t=10mS Tvj =45℃ 2240 A

i2t t=10mS Tvj =45℃ 25000 A2s
Visol a.c.50HZ;r.m.s.;1min 3000 V 

Tvj -40 to +150 ℃

Tstg -40 to +125 ℃

MtMt To terminals(M6) 5±15% Nm 

MsMs To heatsink(M6) 5±15% Nm 

Weight Module (Approximately) 194 g

Thermal Characteristics 
Symbol Conditions Values Units 
Rth(j-c)c) Per diode 0.45 ℃/W 

Rth(c-s) 0.025 ℃/W 

Electrical Characteristics 

Symbol Conditions 
Values 

Units 
Min. Typ. Max. 

VFM T=25℃ IF =300A － 1.45 1.70 V

IRD 
Tvj=25℃ VRD=VRRM  
Tvj=150℃ VRD=VRRM 

－ －
0.5 
6 

mA 
mA 

Module (Approximately) 
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 Ordering Information

Device Packing

Part Number-BP

***IMPORTANT NOTICE***

Micro Commercial Components Corp. reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any product herein to 
make corrections, modifications , enhancements , improvements , or other changes . Micro Commercial Components 
Corp . does not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any product described herein; neither does it 
convey any license under its patent rights ,nor the rights of others . The user of products in such applications shall assume all 
risks of such use and will agree to hold Micro Commercial Components Corp . and all the companies whose products are 
represented on our website, harmless against all damages.

***LIFE SUPPORT***

MCC's products are not authorized for use as critical components in life support devices or systems without the express 
written approval of Micro Commercial Components Corporation.

***CUSTOMER AWARENESS***

Counterfeiting of semiconductor parts is a growing problem in the industry. Micro Commercial Components (MCC) is taking
strong measures to protect ourselves and our customers from the proliferation of counterfeit parts. MCC strongly encourages
customers to purchase MCC parts either directly from MCC or from Authorized MCC Distributors who are listed by country on
our web page cited below. Products customers buy either from MCC directly or from Authorized MCC Distributors are genuine
parts, have full traceability, meet MCC's quality standards for handling and storage. MCC will not provide any warranty
coverage or other assistance for parts bought from Unauthorized Sources. MCC is committed to combat this global
problem and encourage our customers to do their part in stopping this practice by buying direct or from authorized
distributors.

 Bulk: 10PCS/BOX ;100PCS/CTN
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